Visual attention mechanism is one of the important techniques in computer vision field, and it can increase the effectiveness of computer image information processing. Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) is a bioinspired algorithm for global optimization, searching for the global optimum mainly through two steps: migration and mutation. In this paper, a novel Predator-Prey Biogeography-Based Optimization (PPBBO) is utilized to solve the bio-inspired visual attention problem. In PPBBO method, BBO is combined with the mechanism of predatorprey, which can enhance the global convergence of the algorithm. The convergence property of the PPBBO is analyzed theoretically, and the detailed process is also given. Comparative experimental results with basic BBO, CBBO, CPPBBO, and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our presented PPBBO for adjusting combination of feature maps in visual attention.
Introduction
Human Visual System (HVS) can detect salient objects in complex scenes efficiently with the visual attention mechanism. A conceptually simple bio-inspired visual attention computational model simulating human visual attention has been proposed by Koch and Ullman 1 . This model consequently represents a complete account of bottom-up saliency and does not require any top-down guidance to shift attention 2 .
The whole visual attention process can be divided into two layers, visual information extracting and visual attention guiding. The input image is firstly decomposed into a set of topographic feature maps by extracting its intensity, color, and orientation. Afterwards the topographic feature maps are combined with the weighting coefficients into a saliency map. Finally the strategy of Winner-Take-All (WTA) is used to gain the most active location in this representation. To compute the weighting coefficients efficiently Predator-Prey
Biogeography-Based Optimization (PPBBO) is employed. BBO is a bio-inspired algorithm proposed by Simon 3 , which emulates the geographical distribution and the migration of species in an ecosystem. In this method each feasible solution is represented by a habitat. The Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) is introduced to measure the goodness of the habitat. BBO works mainly based on the two mechanisms: migration and mutation. With the migration mechanism, poor solutions can accept a lot of new features from good ones, which may improve the quality of those solutions. Furthermore, solutions do not have the tendency to clump together in similar groups due to the new type of mutation operation in BBO. Elitism operation 4 can retain the best solutions in the population from one generation to the next and make the BBO algorithm more efficient.
The concept of predator-prey 5 is introduced to BBO and these approaches are used to make an adjusted combination of feature maps in visual attention. Predator-prey is a strategy that chooses predators from the population of solutions to hunt the worst solutions and makes other solutions run away from those worst ones. It has been included in the PPBBO successfully in order to improve its capability of finding best solutions 6 .
Comparative experiments have demonstrated that the PPBBO approach converges in less iterations when it is compared with the classical BBO. The simulation results show that the presented PPBBO is more competitive and manifests better efficiency. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the visual attention mechanism. Section 3 introduces the basic principle of BBO with elitism. In addition, this section presents the fitness function used in the algorithm while section 4 describes the principle of the concept of the predator-prey and give some theoretical analysis of the PPBBO. In section 5 the detailed implementation procedures of the PPBBO algorithm for optimizing the weighting coefficients are specified. In section 6, a series of comparative experiments are given to verify the effectiveness of the PPBBO approach. Our concluding remarks are contained in the final section.
Bio-inspired Visual Attention

The principle of visual attention
Visual attention is a mechanism which filters out redundant visual information and detects the most relevant parts of our visual field 7 . There are two kinds of visual attention mechanisms, the bottom-up or stimulus-driven attention and the top-down or goaldriven attention. The model of bio-inspired visual attention mechanism ( Fig. 1 ) is proposed by Koch and Ullman 1 . This mechanism is rapid, bottom-up, saliencydriven, and task-independent. In this model, dyadic Gaussian pyramids are applied to create spatial scales and a set of linear center-surround operations, that are akin to visual receptive field, are used to compute each feature. This architecture is particularly well-suited to detecting locations which stand out from their surround as it is sensitive to local spatial discontinuities 3 . All the feature maps are combined into a saliency map with 
Visual features extracting
The HSI color space model is used for intensity features extracting, in order to reflect the color information better. With r, g and b presenting the red, green, and blue channels of the input image, an intensity image I can be calculated with Eq. (1).
In the visual cortex, Color-Double-Opponent system is employed to present the visual sensitivity to color 8 . In order to remove the coupling relationship between color channel and the intensity, channel r, g, b is normalized into r', g' and b' with intensity I. Four broadly-tuned color channels are created with the Eq. (2).
Where R, G, B and Y for red, green, blue and yellow channels (negative values are set to zeros). According to Color-Double-Opponent system, maps RG are created in the model to simultaneously account for red/green and green/red double opponency and maps BY for blue/yellow and yellow/blue double opponency in Eq.(3). θ°°°°∈ is the orientation.
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The saliency map
Each feature is computed by the linear center-surround operation that is similar to the function visual receptive field. Center-surround is based on a Difference of Gaussian (DOG), implemented in the model as the difference between fine and coarse scales. Specific operations are as following: ( )
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According to Eq. (6) the normalized conspicuity maps are summed into a saliency map. 6 1 2 2 4
Where 1 2 3 , ,
adjusted by intelligent algorithms, such as PPBBO algorithm presented in this work.
Overview of the Biogeography-Based Optimization
Principles of BBO algorithm
BBO is a stochastic optimization technique that is inspired by the geographical distribution of species and the migration of species in an ecosystem for solving multimodal optimization problems. The problem can be of any area in life as long as we have a qualitative measure of the suitability of a given solution 9 . In our paper, BBO technique is used to optimize the parameters of bio-inspired visual attention mechanism. In BBO, a set of habitats are used to present the possible solutions, and Suitability Index Variables(SIV) are used to describe the feature of each habitat while a HSI is the evaluation criteria to measure the goodness of a solution. BBO works mainly based on two mechanisms, migration and mutation, which help the species of less favorable area to acquire good features from the species in the favorable islands and strengthen the weak elements 10 . Suppose that there have is a habitat H, a vector of SIVs, following the migration and mutation steps to new candidate habitats are generated as shown in detail in following sections.
The migration strategy
The migration strategy is similar to the evolutionary strategy in which many parents can contribute to a single offspring 11 . Migration can be expressed as
Each individual has its own immigration rate λ and emigration rate μ , which can be calculated as following when there are S species in the habitat:
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Where E is the maximum emigration rate, and I is the maximum immigration rate, while S max is the largest possible number of species that the habitat can support. The immigration and emigration curves are shown in Fig. 2. 
The mutation strategy
As HSI of a habitat can change suddenly due to apparently random events, in BBO there is SIV mutation. Species count probabilities is used to determine mutation rates. s P is the probability that the habitat contains exactly S species, and it changes from time t to time t t + Δ as follows:
Mutation is used to enhance the diversity of the population, which helps to decrease the chances of getting trapped in local optima. The mutation rate m(s) is given in the following function proportional to s P :
Where m max is a user-defined parameter, and P max is the maximum species count probability, while P S is the probability of existence of S species in the habitat. This mutation scheme can increase diversity of the populations. On the other hand, with the elitism approach, which can save the features of the habitat that has the best solution in the BBO process, we can revert back to it even if mutation ruins its HSI.
Predator-Prey Biogeography-Based Optimization
The predator-prey mechanism
Predatory behavior is one of the most common phenomena in nature. Predators hunt prey to guarantee their own existence. The preys need to try their best to run away from predators. The concept of predator-prey has been introduced to BBO to increase the diversity of the population and overcome the problem of local optimum traps successfully. In the PPBBO algorithm, the model based on the worst solutions is used to choose the predators.
Where predator S is a possible solution chosen as a predator, and worst S is the worst solution in the population. k is the number of current iteration, and max k is the maximum number of the whole iterations, while ρ is the hunting rate which is a certain number given. Eq. (11) is a model that describes the prey fleeing and provides the solutions to maintain a distance from the predator. Where d is the distance between the solution and the predator, and k is number of current iteration. The combination of BBO and predator-prey can prevent the population from converging to a point in the search space and improve the capability of exploration evidently. Predator-prey mechanism is a prominent aspect which is introduced to enhance the diversity of the population and make the populations maintain a distance from the worse solutions. Obviously, this strategy can improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
Theoretical analysis of PPBBO
A Markov chain model has been developed for basic BBO's selection, migration, and mutation operators 
Where Pr( ) u v is the probability that a population vector, u is obtained after a generation from v .
For the mutation strategy we use ij U to denote the probability that j x mutates to i x .
Where (2) ( ) ki P v denotes the probability that the mutation following the k-th immigration results in i x .
(2)
For the predator-prey mechanism, ij V is used to denote the probability that j x flees to i x .
( ) ( )
Where ( 
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Proof. In each generation, the greedy selection operator is used to choose a better solution and save the vector of the relevant habitat. At the same time elitism approach can save the features of the habitat that has the best solution in the BBO process, the beat solution can be reverted even if migration or mutation ruins the HSI. Theorem 1. PPBBO algorithm converges to the global optimal solution set M ≠ ∅ in probability 1,
i.e. lim ( ( ) ) 1 n P x n M →∞ ∈ = , which is independent with the initial distribution.
Proof. From Lemma1, it is obvious that
Suppose that 
P n pt
The proof process presents that the establishment of the conclusion is independent of the initial population. Therefore, the PPBBO algorithm can converge to the global optimal solution set M ≠ ∅ .
Our Visual Attention Based on PPBBO
In this section, PPBBO is applied to adjust the Step 1: Image pre-processing. Obtain the original image and filter the image to remove the noise.
Step 2: Extract early visual features such as intensity, color and orientation with Eq.s (1)-(3). A Gaussian pyramid for each channel can be created, which is illustrated in section 2.2.
Step 3: Compute each feature is with a set of linear center-surround operations described in Eq. (4). Normalize the conspicuity maps with Eq. (5).
Step 4: Initialize the BBO parameters according to the optimizing problem. Derive a method of mapping problem solutions to SIVs and habitats, which is problem dependent. Initialize the maximum species count S max and the maximum migration rates E and I, the maximum mutation rate m max , and an elitism parameter Keep. Initialize the step size used for numerical
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Step 5: Initialize habitats. Randomly initialize a set of habitats, each habitat corresponding to a potential solution to the optimizing problem of visual attention.
Step 6: Calculate and μ . For each habitat, map the HSI to the number of species S, the immigration rate λ , and the emigration rate μ according to Eq. (7).
Step 7: Migrate. Use immigration rate i λ and emigration rate i μ to probabilistically modify each nonelite habitat, then compute each HSI according to Eq. (6) again.
Step 8: Mutate. For each habitat, update the probability of its species count according to Eq. (8). Mutate each non-elite habitat based on its probability, and recompute each HSI according to the fitness function of PPBBO according to Eq. (6).
Step 10: Predator-prey mechanism. Find the habitat with the lowest HSI and use the Eq. (10) and (11) to hunt the solutions and re-compute HSI for each habitat according to Eq. (6).
Step 11:If the stopping criterion is satisfied, go to Step 12, otherwise, go to Step 6. This loop can be terminated after a number of iterations, or after an acceptable problem solution has been found.
Step 12:Use the best solution to create a saliency map from the feature maps, and output the optimized result. The flow chart of the proposed hybrid algorithm can be shown in Fig. 3 .
Experimental Results
In order to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the PPBBO algorithm for visual attention, a set of comparative experiments are conducted in this section. The methods are implemented on a PC with 512Mb of RAM using Windows XP and are encoded in Matlab 2010. Based on the tests and practical experience, the initial parameters of different methods are set as following. The number of the dimensions of the problem is decided by the number of the weighting coefficients, that is 42 in the mechanism described in section 2.3. Population size P = 50, number of generations N = 100, step size used for numerical integration of probabilities dt = 1, the maximum migration rates I = 1, E = 1, mutation probability m=0.03, the number of elitisms keep = 3 and the adopted hunting rate ρ = 0.02 for the PPBBO approach.
As shown in Fig.4 (a) , there are three sailboats in the scene. PPBBO is employed to optimize the visual attention to make the red one stand out in the saliency map. The results are shown in Fig.4 . Feature maps of 3channels are shown in Fig.4 (b) , Fig.4(c) , and Fig.4 (d) . From the experiment results given in Fig.4 (e) , it is obvious that the basic visual attention can make the salient origins stand out from others. However, the focus of attention is not very clear as there is not only one salient location. The visual attention is not that satisfying especially when a certain location for example, the red sailboat in Fig.4 (a) , is expected to stand out. However, the presented PPBBO can efficiently make better performance as shown in Fig.4 (f) . One more complex case is given in Fig.5 to enhance the function of PPBBO optimization. In this case, the white architectures are expected to be highlighted, and the results are given in Fig. 5 . Fig.4 and Fig.5 show that the effective PPBBO method can successfully make the expected origin salient. Further experiments are given in Fig.6 and Fig.7 to verify the stability and advantage of the PPBBO. For each case, the algorithm runs for 10 times independently and the evolution curves are obtained to test if the algorithm is stable. As bio-inspired intelligence is in the spotlight in the field of international artificial intelligence, numbers of bio-inspired intelligent methods have emerged in recent years 15, 16 . To prove that the performance of PPBBO is better than others, some competitive bio-inspired intelligent methods should be chosen.
Chaos is a general nonlinear phenomenon in nature, and its behavior is nearly stochastic 17 . Chaotic behavior has already been observed in the laboratory in a variety of systems including electrical circuits, lasers, oscillating chemical reactions, fluid dynamics, as well as computer models of chaotic processes 18 . The chaos theory is introduced to BBO (CBBO) and PPBBO (CPPBBO) for optimizing the search process. The optimized results of PPBBO, CBBO, CPPBBO, basic BBO and the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 17 methods are presented in Fig.6 and Fig.7 . The population sizes of all these algorithms are 50.The numbers of iterations for PPBBO, CPPBBO, and CBBO are all set to 50, and that for the basic BBO is set to 100. As the performance of PSO is worse, the iterative time of it is set to150. In Fig.6 and Fig.7 , the evolution curves of the PPBBO, CPPBBO, CBBO, BBO and PSO are all presented. Among them, the converging rate of PPBBO is the fastest apparently. PPBBO finds the best solution at the 3th iteration on average while CPPBBO needs 4th iteration. CBBO needs 5th iteration, and the other two algorithms need much more iterations. Superficially, the converging rate of PPBBO, CPPBBO, and CBBO are almost the same. PPBBO is much more competitive when we take the time cost into consideration, which is a very important criterion especially to real-time tasks.
To further highlight the advantages of the method, the statistical performances of 50 independent runs of each method are listed in Table 1 . From Table 1 , it is obvious that in case 1 the average converged iteration number of our PPBBO algorithm is 3, while CPPBBO algorithm needs one generation more than it and CBBO algorithm needs two more. It seems that there is no obvious advantage that our algorithm has when it is compared with the other two algorithms in this aspect. However, it also shows that our method spends less time than CPPBBO and CBBO regardless of whether average or convergent time cost. The standard BBO and PSO need less exhaustive computing time but they converge much slower than the other three methods. In fact, the convergent speed of our method PPBBO is much faster than the others that means if only considering of the successful runs, the time cost of PPBBO to find the best solution is much less than the other 4 methods as shown in the table. It is very apparent when considering the real-time criteria, our presented PPBBO performs much better for optimizing the parameters to combine a saliency map in visual attention.
Conclusions
This paper presented a PPBBO algorithm for optimizing the parameters in the process of bio-inspired visual attention. Bio-inspired visual attention is of great importance to overcome the current existing problems of poor real-time performance and low accuracy in the extraction of interesting objects and other image processing areas. The bio-inspired and population-based optimization technique BBO is a new global optimization algorithm that has shown a good performance. Utilizing the mechanism of predator-prey allows PPBBO to be more stable and faster converging.
Comparative experimental results of BBO, CBBO, 
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CPPBBO and PSO are also given to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the PPBBO approach. It may finally be concluded that PPBBO is a more effective and robust method of combining feature maps in the bio-inspired visual attention process.
Our future work will focus on improving the migration rates and parameter selection strategy of PPBBO. More feature maps and other factors should be further investigated to make the focus of attention more accurate. 
